
DATASHEET FROM  SUGAR BOWL

This is not an invoice, you will receive an invoice/receipt with the goods.

Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
Königsallee 42
40212 Düsseldorf, Germany
Telephone: +49 (0)211 - 130 780
Fax: +49 (0)211 - 130 7890
E-mail: info@franzen.de
Internet: www.franzen.de

Bank details:
Hermann Franzen GmbH & Co. KG
IBAN: DE66 3007 0010 0185 1807 00
BIC/SWIFT: DEUTDEDDXXX

Managing Director:
Claus Franzen, Peter Franzen and Stephanie Kluth-Franzen
Commercial register Düsseldorf HRA 1743 / HRB 30424
VAT-ID: DE 121283515

SUGAR BOWL
Serie: Hard Porcelain Serie: conical Serie:
gold Serie: 99a114 Cosmopolitan Gold
Order number: 4044381943880
Hersteller: Meissen

€349.00 *
Prices incl. VAT plus shipping costs

Ready to ship today, delivery time appr. 1-3 workdays
Also available in our Store at Königsallee 42 in Düsseldorf.

Product information "Sugar Bowl"

Manufacturer: MEISSEN®
Series: Cosmopolitan Gold
Material: Hard porcelain, gold
Not dishwasher safe, not microwavable
Made in Germany

Meissen, Cosmopolitan Gold, sugar bowl
The sugar bowl is part of the Cosmopolitan series from Meissen. The sophisticated design of Cosmopolitan is reminiscent of the
magnificent silver service of the grand hotels of times gone by. The transfer of this to porcelain represents a new, modern classic from
Meissen. Versions with genuine gold, high-quality platinum, clear white and subtle "mesh structures" offer a multitude of different
decorations and possible combinations. This product can be complemented by numerous other items from the service, such as the
creamer and various cups.

About MEISSEN®
The Meissen manufactory was founded in 1710 by Elector August the Strong of Saxony and is the oldest porcelain manufactory in
Europe. Back in 1708, court alchemist Johann Friedrich Böttger created the prerequisite for the production of the "white gold" with the
discovery of hard porcelain. MEISSEN® successfully combines its centuries-long tradition with the current zeitgeist: Modern service
forms and decors complement the classic range and with the design duo ODEEH, the company has been able to acquire two
progressive creative directors.
The business relations between MEISSEN® and Franzen have been in place for over 100 years. This long, intensive cooperation has
played a key role in shaping the development of Franzen and has enabled the growth of a strong solidarity between the companies.

Related links to "Sugar Bowl"

- Do you have any questions concerning this product?

- Further products by Meissen

https://www.franzen.de/en/payment-and-dispatch
https://www.franzen.de/en/store
https://www.franzen.de/en/anfrage-formular?sInquiry=detail&sOrdernumber=4044381943880
https://www.franzen.de/en/meissen/

